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	Text1: WINOGRAND'S WOMEN ARE BEAUTIFUL OPENS AUGUST 10 AT WORCESTER ART MUSEUMPortfolio by artist credited with elevating documentary photography to fine art  WORCESTER, MASS. (July 31, 2013)  - Worcester Art Museum is pleased to announce the photography exhibition, Winogrand's Women are Beautiful, on view August 10 through November 10, 2013. Worcester Art Museum owns a complete portfolio of the Women are Beautiful series by photographer Garry Winogrand (American, 1928-1984).  68 of the 85 images will be on view. Photographs feature black and white images of young adult women taken primarily during the 1960s and early 1970s. Hailed as a pioneer of the "snapshot aesthetic" within the genre of documentary photography, Winogrand used a wide-angle Leica M4 camera to produce spontaneous images emphasizing how everyday subjects, like people, dogs, or crowds, interact with the landscape around them. His work features oblique perspectives, often resulting in uniquely composed photographs made by the stealthy eye of a private investigator. However, Winogrand is also routinely criticized for exploiting the subjects of his work, particularly women.  Organized by Assistant Curator of Prints, Drawings and Photographs, Nancy Burns, Winogrand's Women are Beautiful, presents the photographer's most popular portfolio through the lens of five varying themes.  These themes seek to promote Winogrand's significance within the canon of photography, while engaging directly with the censure his works receive from art historians and feminists alike. WAM's showing includes a mobile website highlighting 15 works along with supplementary material about Winogrand.  
	Text2:  This exhibition serendipitously coincides with a retrospective focusing on Winogrand's unpublished work organized by SFMOMA (San Francisco Museum of Modern Art) and the National Gallery, Washington, D.C.  HoursGalleries:Wednesday-Sunday: 11am-5pmSaturday: 10am-5pmThird Thursday: 11am-8pmClosed Monday, Tuesday and holidaysShop: open all gallery hoursCafé: Wednesday-Saturday 11:30-2pmSip Café Cart: Wednesday-Sunday 10:30-3pmLibrary: Wednesday-Friday, 11am-5pm  AdmissionFREE admission for the months of July and August. Free Summer is made possible by a grant from The Kirby Foundation, with additional support from Fallon Community Health Plan, National Grid and United Bank. As of September 1Members: Free Nonmembers:$14 Adults$12 Seniors and College Students with IDFREE for kids 17 and underFREE FIRST Saturday Mornings (the first Saturday of each month) 10am-noon Always Free parkingAlways Free wifi About WAMThe Worcester Art Museum opened in 1898 and serves Worcester and the regional community. With its encyclopedic collection of paintings, sculpture, decorative arts, photography, prints, drawings and new media, it is one of America's most respected art institutions. For more information, visit worcesterart.org. 


